
COMMISSIONS 27 AND 42 OF THE IAUINFORMATION BULLETIN ON VARIABLE STARSNumber 4752 Konkoly ObservatoryBudapest16 August 1999HU ISSN 0374 { 0676RECENT LIGHT CURVES AND PERIOD STUDY OFTHE CONTACT BINARY W URSAE MAJORISJ.M. DEPASQUALE, J.J. BOCHANSKI, E.F. GUINANAstronomy & Astrophysics Department, Villanova University Villanova, PA, USAW Ursae Majoris (HD 83950) is a well-known F8V+F8V eclipsing binary system andis the prototype for W UMa-type contact binaries. A recent determination and discussionof its properties is given by Linnell (1991). W UMa was recently observed at the VillanovaObservatory by J. DePasquale, C. Henry, I. Nadalin, and M. Stump on the nights of 30,31 March, and 06, 13, 14, 15 and 25 April UT, 1999. The observations were obtainedby using the same equipment and �lters as described in Morgan et al. (1997). Over800 new observations were recorded. The comparison star was HD 83728 (V = +8:89;B�V = +1:07; K2) and HD 83784 (V = +8:88; B�V = +0:90; K0) served as the checkstar. These were the same stars used previously at Villanova (since 1982) and found to beconstant in brightness. The observations were reduced in the usual way with correctionsfor di�erential atmospheric extinction applied. However, because of the angular proximityof the comparison and variable stars, the extinction corrections were very small. Also,the UT times were converted to heliocentric Julian Day number.The yellow and red observations were formed into light curves and are shown in Fig-ure 1. In the �gure the di�erential magnitudes, in the sense of variable minus comparisonstar (V� C), are plotted against orbital phase. The phases were computed using updatedlight elements so that recent primary minima occur at 0.0 phase:T (min I) = HJD 2451268:7233 + 0:33363808 � E: (1)As can be seen in the �gure, the light curves are well de�ned and show the characteristiccontinuous light variations that are typical for W UMa-type binaries. The light varia-tions arise from the mutual eclipses of the component stars as well as from chiey tidaldistortion and reection e�ects. The light curves are similar (but not identical) to theones reported earlier by Morgan et al. (1997) using the same equipment and �lters. Asis usually the case for W UMa, the light curves show small asymmetries that changewith time. The maximum at 0.25 phase is about 0.031 mag fainter than the maximumat 0.75 phase in the y-bandpass and about 0.015 mag fainter in the red bandpass. Asshown in Fig. 1, there is also a noticeable distortion in the light curve near the bottom ofprimary eclipse. These asymmetries and photometric anomalies most likely arise from thepresence of starspots on one or both stars of the system (see e.g., Guinan & Bradstreet1988). W UMa, and typically most W UMa-type stars with cool components, displaythe manifestations of strong magnetic-dynamo activity such as: enhanced chromosphericemissions, strong coronal X-ray emission, and photometric anomalies in their light curves
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Figure 1.

Figure 2.



IBVS 4752 3produced by large starspots (see e.g., Guinan & Gim�enez 1993). Preliminary analyses ofthe March-April 1999 light curves indicate the presence of at least two spot regions onthe stars. One extended spotted region is most visible near 0.20{0.30 phase and producesthe small depression in the light curves seen during the quadrature near 0.25 phase.Several primary and secondary minima were observed during 1999. Times of minimumlight were determined from least squares parabolic �ts to the eclipse data. Also, timingdeterminations were made by reecting the ingress and egress branches of the eclipses tocheck the least squares �ts. Both methods yielded consistent results when the observationsin the lower half of the eclipses were used in the analyses. Times of minimum light wereindependently determined for the yellow and red data but no systematic di�erences werefound. However, the yellow data had less scatter and yielded somewhat higher precisionsto the timings. The new minima are given in Table 1. Additional eclipse timings wereobtained from unpublished observations made at Villanova during 1996, 1997, 1998. Theseadditional determinations are listed in Table 1 as well.Table 1: Times of Primary and Secondary Eclipses of W UMa (1996{1999)Filter Type JD Hel (2450000+) Observerr I 0188.7466 S. Margheimb(n) I 0188.7453 "r I 0191.7487 S. Westb(n) I 0191.7479 "r II 0191.5836 "b(n) II 0191.5832 "y II 0543.5673 R. Mittalr II 0543.5670 "y II 0554.5771 R. Slevinskyr II 0554.5767 "y I 0901.7228 P. Dituror I 0901.7229 "y I 1268.7229 J. DePasqualer I 1268.7238 "y II 1274.5606 I. Nadalinr II 1274.5608 "y I 1274.7263 "r I 1274.7270 "y II 1281.5670 J. DePasqualer II 1281.5681 "y I 1293.7448 M. Stumpr I 1293.7465 "r = 660 nm; b(n) = 453 nm; y = 550 nmMorgan et al. (1997) have carried out a period study of W UMa from observationscollected at Villanova from 1982 to 1995 and found that the period has been relativelyconstant during that interval. In Figure 2, we extend this study to 1999 by combining theminima given here with those already published by Morgan et al. (1997). In the �gurethe O�C values are plotted against the number of cycles elapsed (E). O�C values werecalculated with the ephemeris used previously by Morgan et al. (1997). Linear (solid line)and parabolic (dotted curve) least squares �ts were made to the data, but as shown in



4 IBVS 4752the �gure, there is little di�erence between them. Thus, for this interval of time we adopta linear �t and the mean period during this time interval is P(1982�1999) = 0:33363554 d.This is the same value found by Morgan et al. 1997. However, W UMa has a long historyof complicated changes in apparent period over time (see e.g., Hamzao�glu et al. (1982)and Morgan et al. (1997) and that the relatively constant period found over the last 15-20years is probably transitory. However, the light elements given above may be used topredict eclipses over the next few years.A closer examination of the Figure 2 also reveals possible small (� 0:002 d) systematicresiduals of the O�C values from the linear or quadratic ephemeredes. These short-termvariations could arise from asymmetries in the light curve caused by the presence of darkstarspots that skew the shape of the minima and produce apparent shifts in the measuredmid-eclipse times. The residuals also could be produced from dynamical e�ects eitherfrom small changes in the orbital period or from the light-time e�ect of a third body.However, if a third body were present then the resulting residuals would be periodic innature. This does not appear to be the case from the present data. As pointed out byMorgan et al. (1997), the present period is about 22 sec shorter than previous values. Theapparent decrease of the period with time could arise from angular momentum loss frommagnetic braking or could be due to mass transfer between the components.Additional photoelectric photometry of W UMa is planned at Villanova UniversityObservatory. This research is supported in part from a NSF/RUI grant AST-9315365 toVillanova University, which we gratefully acknowledge. For this research, we utilized theSIMBAD database, operated by CDS, Strasbourg, France.References:Guinan, E.F. & Bradstret D.H., 1988, in Formation and Evolution of Low Mass Stars,eds. A.K. Dupree & M.T. Lago (Kluwer Academic Publ.: Dordrecht), p. 345Guinan, E.F. & Gim�enez A., 1993, in The Realm of Interacting Binary Stars, eds. J.Sahade, G.E. McCluskey and Y. Kondo (Kluwer Academic Publ.: Dordrecht), p. 51Hamzao�glu, E, Keskin, V., & Eker, T., 1982, IBVS, No. 2102Linnell, A.P., 1991, ApJ, 374, 307Morgan et al., 1997 IBVS, No. 4517


